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a bunch of Autobots and Decepticons
in Equestria! And as the dust
settles, Rarity and Arcee find
themselves teaming up against a
hostile Decepticon force. Plus Spike
and Grimlock; Pinkie Pie, Gauge, and
Shockwave; Fluttershy, Discord, and
Soundwave; Rainbow Dash and
Windblade; and Optimus Prime and
Twilight Sparkle all team up for more
adventures.
The Transformers Pop-up Book Vic
Duppa-Whyte 1986
Revenge of the Fallen Simon Furman
2010-01-01 Optimus Prime and the
Autobots continue to work with Sam,
Mikaela, and their human allies to
defeat the Decepticons, lead by an
ancient evil returned to gain the
power of the Allspark for itself.
Transformers: Till All Are One Annual
2017 Mairghread Scott 2017-12-20
Elita One, Windblade, and Starscream
fight to gain ultimate control of
Cybertron! Dark secrets will be
revealed in this series finale!
Transformers: The Ultimate Pop-Up
Universe 2013-10-29 TRANSFORMERS
shift, change, and rise to battle in
this spectacular interactive pop-up
adventure by bestselling paper
engineer Matthew Reinhart. Open each
page to explore a different part of
the vast Transformers universe-then
pull the tabs to watch the pop-ups
change into entirely new paper
creations! Watch as the planet
Cybertron changes into an epic battle
on Earth. Then look out for the
mighty Autobot Omega Supreme -Reinhart's tallest pop-up ever -- as
he rises off the page to smash
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My Little Pony/Transformers: The
Magic of Cybertron James Asmus
2022-01-19 More ponies, more bots,
and more magical mayhem as two worlds
collide in the return of this hit
crossover event! While using a
modified Spacebridge to bring magic
to Cybertron, the Decepticons end up
unleashing a more powerful evil from
Equestria than they ever could’ve
imagined—looks like the only way out
of this one is to team up! New
partnerships will have to be
created—the Seekers and the
Wonderbolts, Applejack and Wildwheel,
Soundwave and Octavia—in order to
recapture the magic of their first
meeting and save the day! All of this
and more in the second My Little
Pony/Transformers crossover!
Transformers #23 Brian Ruckley
2020-09-16 “We Have Deceived You.”
Cybertron has suffered. The world is
in chaos. The situation on the ground
truly is a crisis. Sentinel Prime,
head senator and leader of the
Autobots, will denounce the
Ascenticons, the Rise, and anyone he
thinks is an enemy of Cybertron’s
security. But to do it, he’ll have to
get through Senator Megatron first.
My Little Pony/Transformers:
Friendship in Disguise Ian Flynn
2020-11-03 Ponies, Autobots, and
Decepticons mix it up in this graphic
novel mashup! When Queen Chrysalis
casts a spell looking for more
changelings, she accidentally
interferes with a malfunctioning
Spacebridge! What's this mean for our
favorite fillies? There are suddenly
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Decepticon foes. In this epic pop-up
experience unlike any seen before,
only you hold the power to make the
Autobots and Decepticons turn from
vehicles to robots, and back again.
Starring more than 35 iconic
Transformers characters, including
Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, Megatron,
Starscream, and more, Transformers:
The Ultimate Pop-Up Universe offers
fans new and old a pop-up experience
they won't ever forget. Here's a book
that's truly more than meets the eye!
Transformers: Classics - UK Vol. 1
Simon Furman 2012-08-22 Classic
Transformers tales from the UK
continuity begins here! Re-mastered
and re-colored, these vintage
Transformers stories are presented in
chronological order, many published
for the first time in the United
States! Writer and life-long
Transformers fan James Roberts
provides in-depth, historical
perspective in each volume, and
Transformers UK artist Andrew Wildman
provides new covers.
Transformers: Defiance 1 Denton J
Tipton 2010-01-01 When an ancient,
mysterious relic is unearthed in
Cybertron, Megatron discovers a way
to harness its power and rule over
Optimus Prime and the other Autobots.
Transformers: Shattered Glass Danny
Lore 2022-07-26 Megatron and the
heroic Decepticons battle the evil
forces of the Autobots in a twisted
universe that's more than meets the
eye! Many kilocycles after the
Cybertronian War destroyed Earth,
tyrannical Autobots dominate their
homeworld, Cybertron, and the
freedom-fighting Decepticons struggle
to survive. Blurr, an Autobot
bodyscrapper, seeks his next bounty:
Starscream, who is carrying valuable
information that could reignite the
war! Meanwhile, a guilt-ridden
Megatron weighs the choice of whether
to continue fighting, at the risk of
losing what little they have left.
And when Megatron and Starscream find
themselves in the sights of a twisted
Autobot warlord and his top
lieutenant, the world will be left in
shards! This dark reflection of the
classic Transformers story is a must
read for fans everywhere! Collects
the complete five-issue series.
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Transformers: Windblade #4 Mairghread
Scott PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE!
WINDBLADE seeks out the last refuge
she has left, the living city
METROPLEX as his malfunctions
intensify! WINDBLADE realizes that
even if she survives STARSCREAM,
METROPLEX himself may doom them all!
Transformers: The IDW Collection
Phase Three, Vol. 1 John Barber
2021-11-10 Presenting the final phase
of IDW's Transformers universe in
recommended reading order, including
one-shots, crossovers, and event
series! The Revolution begins here!
Explosions rip across Earth—and all
signs of blame point to OPTIMUS PRIME
and the TRANSFORMERS! G.I. JOE
refuses to go quietly however—and
they assemble heroes big enough to
stop the invaders! ACTION MAN and
M.A.S.K. fight for humanity as well,
but where do ROM and the MICRONAUTS
stand? Plus, a wave of undead TITANS
threatens Cybertron! Starscream will
need more than secret police to stop
the oncoming horde, but the Fearless
Leader finds himself short on friends
and firepower. Who can be called
upon, and why aren't they stepping up
to the plate? Collects Revolution
issues #0–5; the Transformers: Till
All Are One, Transformers, Action
Man, and Transformers: More Than
Meets The Eye Revolution one-shots;
Transformers: Till All Are One issues
#5–8; and Revolutionaries issues
#1–4.
Transformers: A Visual History Jim
Sorenson 2019-11-12 Celebrating 35
years of rare and iconic TRANSFORMERS
imagery, this deluxe art book will
delight fans of all ages! One of the
world’s most popular franchises,
Transformers has been delighting fans
since 1984. Now, in this deluxe
hardcover celebration, Hasbro reveals
behind-the-scenes production
sketches, beautifully polished final
art, and everything in-between. From
the obscure to the iconic, this book
features packaging artwork, animation
models, video game designs, comic
pages, and, for the first time ever,
production artwork from all six
Paramount live-action films! Lovingly
curated by Transformers archivist Jim
Sorenson, this is the most
comprehensive collection of
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Transformers imagery ever assembled.
© 2019 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
Transformers Dark of the Moon The
Junior Novel Michael Kelly 2011-06-16
In this fast-paced and engaging
junior novelization of Transformers:
Dark of The Moon,a long-lost
spaceship from Cybertron is
discovered on the moon. What secrets
does it hold? The race to find out
begins when the Decepticons come out
of hiding to take over and the
Autobots fight back to save their new
home.
Transformers #10 Brian Ruckley
2019-08-07 Fear spreads through
Cybertron, leading more and more
citizens into the waiting arms of the
Ascenticon movement—making
Bumblebee’s new job as part of the
Guard much more difficult. Meanwhile,
Chromia and Windblade follow-up on a
lead, but digging up the dirt will
put them face-to-face with a new
foe...
Transformers vs G.I. JOE: The Movie
Adaptation Tom Scioli 2017-03-22
Imagine a world where the greatest
comic book crossover of all time
inspires a movie adaptationƒ and that
movie adaptation inspires its own
comic book! Visionary writer-artist
Tom Scioli returns to the weird world
of Transformers vs. G.I. Joe and
brings an even weirder twist to this
new story: what would the comic book
adaptation of the movie version of
the comic book look like? ItÍs time
to find out in the most epic,
scintillating, off-the-wall, exciting
comic of 2017!
Transformers: Exiles Alex Irvine
2014-06-11 The epic battles between
Optimus Prime and Megatron have long
thrilled Transformers fans. But these
two giants weren’t always great
leaders and bitter foes. This new
novel continues the electrifying saga
that started with Transformers:
Exodus, unveiling the origins of the
conflict—the explosive events that
unfolded before Optimus and Megatron
arrived Earthside, forever altering
the destiny of their kind. Once
allies, Optimus and Megatron are now
enemies in a civil war. To prevent
Cybertron from falling into
Megatron’s hands, Optimus jettisons
the planet’s heart, the AllSpark,
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into space, then sets out to find it
with Megatron hot on his heels.
Optimus is determined to defeat
Megatron, bring the AllSpark home,
and restore Cybertron to its former
glory. But a saboteur lurks aboard
Optimus’s spaceship, and ahead lie
lost colonies, some of them hostile.
Optimus needs help of the highest
caliber, but from whom? Heroes such
as Solus, Nexus, and Vector Prime are
just names from make-believe stories
of long ago. Or are they? Maybe it’s
time for Optimus Prime to find out.
Maybe it’s the only chance he has to
vanquish mighty Megatron.
Transformers/Ghostbusters: Ghosts of
Cybertron Erik Burnham 2020-02-25
Prime gets slimed! Crossing the
streams after 35 years, this actionpacked graphic novel combines two of
the most popular franchises in popculture history. After years of civil
war, the Autobots fled Cyberton,
leaving their home planet in the evil
clutches of Megatron and his
Decepticons. Years later and millions
of miles away, the Autobots pick up a
Cybertronian distress signal from a
mysterious planet called Earth. The
ghostly signal shouldn't exist, and
it'll bring Optimus Prime and his
team--including brand-new Autobot
ECTOTRON--face-to-face with... the
GHOSTBUSTERS!
Incredible Change-bots 2007 Far away
in space, there is a planet full of
robots able to change from robot form
to vehicle form - the Incredible
Change-Bots! Leaving their war torn
planet, the Change-Bots arrive on
Earth, where their battle continues but at what cost?! Part parody, part
nostalgic tribute, part moral fable,
Jeffrey Brown re-invents the shape
changing robot genre into an
occasionally stopping action comedy
half-full of romance, drama and epic
battles!
Transformers: Halloween Special Dan
Watters 2021-09-29 Whispers of a
disembodied spark howling alone in
the desert are floating around
Cybertron. Whispers of Starscream’s
loyalty to Megatron’s cause are also
floating around. Frustrated and
needing some space to clear his head,
Starscream visits the desert and is
surprised to actually hear the
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rumored screams. He follows the sound
and is met with a creature that makes
him question what it means to be a
cybernetic being. Starscream faces
off with this grotesque experiment in
“I Have No Mouth And I Must
Starscream,” by Dan Watters (Home
Sick Pilots, Lucifer, The Sandman
Universe).
Coloring Book and Poster Collection
TransformerstH Coloring 2019-12-13
COLORING BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER
COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO BOOK):
20 pages for coloring + 20 removable
postersContent included:1/
Transformers A Design Of Devastator
The Constructicons Combiner Mode
Cartoons2/ Transformers Transform And
Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons3/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons4/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
Cartoons5/ Transformers Transform And
Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons6/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons7/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
Cartoons8/ Transformers Transform And
Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons9/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons10/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
Cartoons11/ Transformers Transform
And Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons12/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons13/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
Cartoons14/ Transformers Transform
And Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons15/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons16/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
Cartoons17/ Transformers Transform
And Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer Cartoons18/ Transformers
Transform And Roll Out 's Nostalgia
With Transformer Cartoons19/
Transformers Transform And Roll Out
's Nostalgia With Transformer
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Cartoons20/ Transformers Transform
And Roll Out 's Nostalgia With
Transformer CartoonsTAGs: demolitions
scavenger mining salvage long haul
transt mixmaster materials
fabrication transforms concrete mixer
truck dump excavator bulldozer mobile
crane front loader transformers
generation one guns roses appetite
destruction decepticons autobots
megatron 80s vintage instructions
retro geek technical optimus prime
game autobot decepticon power rangers
megazord red ranger bumblebee zordon
cartoon voltron soundwave
constructicon 1 con purple insignia
starscream barricade mtmte tfa tfp
bayformers galvatron cyclonus jazz
prowl thundercracker skywarp dark
evil overlord tarn constructicons bx
brix mix master bone crucher guitar
music musical tree background concept
sound song graphic idea island birds
sunset reflection sky sun dusk
creative waves lake sea transform
magic classical surreal journey calm
audio surrealism clip festival
imagination education artistic orange
impossible positive abstract freedom
beautiful inspiration play instrument
silhouette message dreamlike bizarre
accords rock and roll transformer
king road gen eighties accurate adobe
illustrator vector vectors robot
mecha keep nerd scifi out auto bots
comics cars trucks automobile
blackout optimis bumble bee mattel
hotshot hot shot funny fandom cute
lol robots catch phrase nostalgia
planner college premium cover writers
book boys journals home ruled work
students church photo women notebook
taking girls note thick halloween
pages diary art drawings gift
supplies poster office journaling
birthday hard books writing educators
paper studying coloring teachers
reading christmas teaching
Transformers: Spotlight - Megatron
Nick Roche MEGATRON IS BACK!
Writer/artist Nick Roche (Last Stand
of the Wreckers) takes us back to the
last time MEGATRON returned-when he
found his DECEPTICON forces in
tatters under the control of
STARSCREAM. In this never-beforerevealed tale, we learn exactly how
Megatron reacted... and how
Starscream survived!
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Transformers Dark of the Moon Peter
David 2011 As scientists still
struggle to understand the alien
technology discovered on the far side
of the moon during the 1969 moon
mission, the Autobots and Decepticons
contend to discover the secrets of
the craft that might tilt the war in
their favor.
Transformers Botbots Official Sticker
Book (Transformers Botbots) Random
House 2019-09-24 An Official Sticker
Book based on the popular
TRANSFORMERS BOTBOTS collectible toy
line! When ENERGON hits the mall, all
the things inside become more than
meets the eye! Candy treats, sports
equipment, electronics, food, school
supplies, and more come to life as
little TRANSFORMERS robots--the
BOTBOTS! This Official Sticker Book
contains everything you need to know
about 11 different BOTBOTS tribes and
123 different BOTBOTS--plus more than
500 stickers!!! This book is a musthave for 6 to 9 year old fans and
collectors of the TRANSFORMERS
BOTBOTS toys!
Transformers Roberto Orci 2007 As
they disguise themselves as
electronic equipment while here on
Earth, the peaceful Autobots from the
planet Cybertron are locked in a
battle for an energy source hidden on
Earth with the Decepticons, who are
determined to assume control of the
universe.
Transformers Holiday Special John
Barber 2015-12-23 HOLIDAYS IN THE
STARS! Three stories about three
casts and three unique holiday
adventures! You'll laugh, you'll cry,
and you'll never look at CYBERTRON or
the holidays the same way again!
Transformers vs. The Terminator David
Mariotte 2021-02-03 It's Skynet vs.
Cybertron in a crossover for the
ages! 1984: When a deadly race of
machines emerge from another time,
will a robotic guardian be able to
protect the Earth from a dire
future... or will the T-800 fail in
his mission to prevent the world from
becoming a plaything to the
Decepticons? It's up to one
Terminator to save the future, and
nothing's gonna stand in his way!
What Would Starscream Do? Perfect
Papers 2018-06-14 What Would
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Starscream Do?: Designer Notebook For
Fans Of The Transformers Looking for
the perfect personalized gift?! This
awesome notebook is the best choice whether for you or a friend. Crafted
by the team at Perfect Papers, this
personalized Starscream notebook will
serve you well! Notebook Features:
6"x9" dimensions - the perfect size
to fit in a handbag, a backpack, or
to have sitting on a desk 120 lined
white pages Printed on high-quality
paper Stylish matte finish with
Starscream cover Perfect for use as a
journal, notebook or diary to write
in Personalized notebooks and
journals are a thoughtful gift for
any occasion, particularly as a
personalized birthday gift Scroll up
and buy this awesome notebook today,
and receive fast shipping with Amazon
so that you can receive it as soon as
possible!
Transformers/Back to the Future #1
Cavan Scott 2020-10-07 Great Scott!
Marty McFly has just returned from
the adventure of a lifetime to a new,
better Hill Valley—everything's
looking up for him! That is, until
Marty and his friend Doc Brown's time
machine attracts the attention of the
Decepticons! With one small mistake,
Marty finds himself once again thrust
into adventure to stop the Decepticon
plot in the past, present, and
future... all with the help of a new
time machine... the Autobot,
Gigawatt!
Transformers: Punishment John Barber
OPTIMUS PRIME RETURNS TO CYBERTON!
And someone is killing Decepticons.
PRIME teams with WINDBLADE to uncover
the identity of the vigilante... but
the answers will uncover darker
secrets than anyone expected!
Transformation: A Personal Journey
Through the British Transformers
Comic Volume 1: 1984-1987 Stuart Webb
2015-07-26 Starting in 1984, the
British Transformers comic wasn't
just a successful toy advert, it
taught a generation of British
schoolboys how to read through its
exciting action packed pages. With
sales that vied with 2000AD writers
Simon Furman and Bob Budiansky
created a generation of fan boys that
have never looked back. Stuart Webb
was one such reader, and in 2012 he
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began a journey looking through every
single issue of the series,
commenting on its highs and lows. He
became the first person to look at
every backup strip, every comedic
cartoon and each editorial and how
they worked together to create the
most thorough exploration of a
publishing phenomenon ever
undertaken. It's also personal, full
of humour and silliness and even the
occasionally thoughtful moment. The
final result is an essential read,
for Transformers fans, and those
interested in the history of Marvel
comics in the UK and the impact this
comic had on an entire generation.
Composition Notebook Isabella Breuer
book 2020-03-18 Enjoy this simple,
well-designed, undated daily personal
inventory journal that?s perfect for
raising self-awareness and staying
focused on the things that matter.
With a bright, encouraging cover and
intuitive layout, it can help you
stay on track and work your recovery
program by taking inventory of your
day for two full months. With
sections for reflection on gratitude,
interpersonal connection, choices,
mood, and the events of your day. Not
too thick & not too thin, so it's a
great size to throw in your purse or
bag! It makes a great gift for a
birthday, beginning or end of the
school year, to celebrate a new
business venture, or any day. SIZE: 6
X 9 PAPER: White PAGES: 100 Pages (50
Sheets Front/Back) COVER: Soft Cover
(Matte)
Transformers: Classics Vol. 1 Bill
Mantlo 2011 Relive the original
Transformers stories that started it
all! Culled from the classic '80s
Marvel material, this first volume
offers some of the most beloved
stories from the past, including the
seminal "Car Wash of Doom," "Crater
Critters," "Warrior School!," and
many others.
The Reign of Starscream Chris Mowry
2008 Following the events of the
Transformers movie, Starscream
assumes the role of Decepticon leader
after the fall of Megatron and sets
out to rebuild the Transformer home
planet of Cybertron.
Transformers: The Covenant of Primus
Justina Robson 2014-10-01
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Transformers: The Veiled Threat Alan
Dean Foster 2014-06-11 Life on earth
has changed forever, as humans and
their courageous robotic allies, the
Autobots, must warily work together
to protect the planet from the
destructive forces of the evil
Decepticons. At the headquarters of
NEST, tech sergeant Epps and captain
Lennox both guard and assist
cyberneticist Kaminari Ishihara and
the brooding Russian AI genius Petr
Andronov as they explore the
differences between organics and
bots. All around them, alliances
fray, distrust grows, suspicions
mount, and traitors come out of the
shadows. Meanwhile, Optimus Prime,
the powerful leader of the Autobots
who is also part of NEST, plays
defense, as battles flare up from
Australia to Zambia. But escalating
Decepticon attacks will culminate in
a final confrontation from which no
one—man or machine—will emerge
unscathed.
I Love Starscream More Than Chocolate
(Or About The Same, Which Is A Lot!)
Gorgeous Gift Books 2019-05-23 I Love
Starscream More Than Chocolate:
Starscream Designer Notebook For Fans
Of Transformers! Looking for the
perfect personalized gift?! This
awesome notebook is the best choice whether for you or a friend. Crafted
by the team at Gorgeous Gift Books,
this personalized Starscream notebook
will serve you well! Notebook
Features: 6"x9" dimensions - the
perfect size to fit in a handbag, a
backpack, or to have sitting on a
desk 120 lined white pages Printed on
high-quality paper Stylish matte
finish with I Love Starscream More
Than Chocolate cover - perfect for
fans of Transformers! Perfect for use
as a journal, notebook or diary to
write in Personalized notebooks and
journals are a thoughtful gift for
any occasion, particularly as a
personalized birthday gift Scroll up
and buy this awesome notebook today,
and receive fast shipping with Amazon
so that you can receive it as soon as
possible!
Transformers 3 Movie Adaptation Dark of the Moon #4 John Barber
2017-05-15 Part 4 of 4! TRANSFORMERS
3 is geared up to be the biggest
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blockbuster of the decade, and this
beautifully illustrated adaptation of
the story is the best place to live
and re-live the adventure over and
over! Join your favorite heroes:
OPTIMUS PRIME and BUMBLEBEE as they
face off against the most wretched
villains: MEGATRON and STARSCREAM and
thrill at the new adventure that will
have people talking for years to
come!
Transformers: Retribution David J.
Williams 2014-01-28 For decades,
Transformers fans across the globe
have marveled at the mighty clashes
of Megatron and Optimus Prime, and
speculated about their arrival on
planet Earth. Now, in Transformers:
Retribution, the prequel to the
Transformers animated series, the
epic odyssey of these two great
warriors is finally revealed as
Autobots and Decepticons battle one
another . . . and the most diabolic
foe they’ve ever encountered. Aboard
the Ark, Optimus Prime leads his
Autobots through deep space,
searching for the AllSpark so vital
to their home planet, Cybertron.
Megatron’s not far behind, and his
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Decepticons are itching for war. But
a mysterious planet conceals an enemy
far more cunning and powerful: the
Quintessons. Masters of tyranny,
technology, and twisted double
crosses, the Quintessons are out to
enslave both Autobots and
Decepticons. Their deadly bag of
tricks includes fiendish trials and a
secret link all the way back to
Cybertron, where Shockwave is
wreaking havoc with supercomputer
Vector Sigma. In the coming
conflagration, Star Seekers,
Wreckers, Alpha Trion, and
Sharkticons all have their parts to
play. For none can dodge the
Quintesson juggernaut of evil, and
none will escape the cataclysmic
life-and-death battles that will
catapult Autobots and Decepticons to
Earth.
Transformers: Optimus Prime John
Barber 2017-07-19 REVOLUTION is
over—but the danger to Earth is just
beginning. As OPTIMUS PRIME pulls
Earth into the larger universe, he’s
painted a target on it… and a new
alien incursion begins when a
corkscrew shaped craft drills into
our world! Collects issues #1–6.
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